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Introduction: What is Changgeuk?
The clearest short definition of changgeuk is probably ‘opera with pansori-style singing.’ In
contrast to the minimalistic resources of pansori, with its lone singer-storyteller accompanied by a
drummer and using only a handkerchief and fan as props while moving within the narrow confines of a
straw mat, changgeuk uses a whole cast of pansori singers taking on the roles of different characters in
the story and addressing each other in spoken and sung dialogue. The singers wear costumes
appropriate to the characters they portray, and perform on a stage with scenery that visually represents
the locations in the story. The accompaniment is provided not just by a drum but by an ensemble or
orchestra of traditional instruments, melodic as well as rhythmic, which may also play an overture and
instrumental music for dancing. The most popular and frequently performed changgeuk operas are
adaptations of the classic pansori stories, which use much of the original words and music of their
sources; but newly composed changgeuk operas are also created, using stories from novels, legends, or
history. What makes an opera changgeuk is not the story but the distinctive pansori style of singing.
Opera with pansori-style singing has not always been called changgeuk. Just as the word pansori
appears to be a 20th-century invention although the genre it refers to is much older, there are records of
pansori singers performing in dialogue before the term changgeuk was introduced in the 1930s, and
these should also be included in a study of what we now call changgeuk. Indeed, changgeuk did not
become the most common name for the genre until the 1970s, and even today it has not completely
replaced other terms. At different times in history, dramatic performances with pansori-style singing
have been announced as sin yeongeuk (new drama), gu yeongeuk (old drama), gupa (old school),
akgeuk (musical drama), gageuk (singing drama), and gukgeuk (national drama). On the other hand, not
all of these terms were restricted to this kind of performance: akgeuk and gageuk might also refer to
dramas with other kinds of music, including Western-style opera. Performances given under any of
these labels fall under the purview of this chapter if, and only if, they meet the essential criterion of
incorporating pansori-style singing in a dramatic performance. Indeed, that criterion is built into the
term changgeuk itself, for while this term, like gageuk, can be translated as ‘singing drama,’ the syllable
chang refers specifically to the gruff-voiced singing that forms one of the three essential techniques of
pansori performance, along with aniri (stylized speech) and ballim (gesture).
Even with the aid of this definition, we may find it hard to decide at times whether a given
performance counts as changgeuk or not. How ‘dramatic’ must a pansori-style performance be to
qualify as changgeuk rather than pansori? If a passage of pansori that recounts a conversation between
two characters is simply divided up between two singers, each delivering the words of one of the
characters (as was often done in the early 20th century), is this enough to make the performance belong
to a different genre? Conversely, how much pansori-style singing must a dramatic production include
to be classed as changgeuk? Even the productions of the National Changgeuk Company of Korea
(henceforth NCCK) nearly always include other kinds of traditional Korean music besides pansori, and
the current trend toward ‘fusion’ music has encouraged productions in which traditional music such as
pansori is combined with Western-style music as well. One such production was Uru Wang (King Uru)
of 2001, performed with a double cast, in which the principal female character Princess Bari was
played, on some nights, by a pansori singer, and on others, by a singer of Western opera. Although
announced as a ‘traditional music musical’ (gugak myujikeol) or ‘composite drama’ (chongchegeuk)
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and not as changgeuk, King Uru also has a place in changgeuk history.

ⓒ National Theather of Korea)
<Figure 1> changgeuk King Uru in the National NCCK (ⓒ

Moreover, what counts as pansori singing? Changgeuk performers have not always undergone
the rigorous training required for full mastery of the pansori technique; indeed, they have often been
accused of lowering standards in pansori itself by presenting a facile and cheapened version of it. This
accusation was especially leveled at the changgeuk with all-female casts (yeoseong gukgeuk) that
enjoyed great popularity in the 1950s and 60s, and that some would exclude from the genre of
changgeuk altogether. But a clear definition of the genre cannot be one that depends on judgments of
quality.
My own solution, while recognizing that there will always be borderline cases, is to adopt a more
inclusive definition of changgeuk in which the threshold for both the ‘drama’ and the ‘pansori singing’
conditions is low. Thus, even the division of existing pansori material among more than one singer
representing different characters is a step toward drama and thus forms part of the story of changgeuk.
(On the other hand, the yeonchang format, in which successive sections of a pansori story are narrated
by different singers, does not belong with changgeuk since it is not dramatic: the singers do not
represent different characters.) Equally, any dramatic performance involving pansori-style singing can
be discussed as changgeuk regardless of the quality or quantity of that singing. I believe such a broad
definition will enable us to see the unity in this genre and its history which might otherwise be hidden
behind the multiplicity of names by which it has been known.
Even in attempting to define what changgeuk is, we have already begun to see that the genre has
often been the focus of controversy and debate. Its history, its aesthetics, and its very identity continue
to be debated a hundred years after the first documented productions, and it is scarcely possible to write
about changgeuk without taking sides on some of these debates. This chapter therefore can only
represent one view among many, and should be prefaced by remarking that other (sometimes widely
diverging) views can be found in the secondary sources listed in the bibliography. Moreover, in the
limited space of this chapter, I will not always be able to present sufficient evidence in support of my
view; for that, we must await a book-length study (Killick forthcoming).
Several of these debates revolve around the implications of the English phrase by which the word
changgeuk is often translated, for instance in publicity material of the NCCK: ‘Korean traditional
opera.’ Changgeuk’s claim to be ‘traditional’ is by no means unproblematic. The definitive examples of
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‘traditional’ performing arts in Korea are perhaps those which have been officially designated as
Intangible Cultural Heritage (muhyeong munhwajae). Although pansori was included in the first round
of such designations in 1964, and many changgeuk performers have been appointed as ‘holders’ of
pansori properties, changgeuk itself has never been nominated for this honor. It is supported by the
state, through the NCCK, but outside the Cultural Heritage system. Its relatively short history is clearly
one disadvantage, though the extended flute solo daegeum sanjo, which is probably no older than
changgeuk, was designated in 1971 (Howard 2006: 74). Perhaps a more serious disqualification is that
changgeuk is not sufficiently ‘Korean’: the theater itself being a modern importation to Korea, the
foreign influences in changgeuk are all too apparent in contrast to the designated Intangible Cultural
Heritage, which are all perceived as purely Korean except for some genres that originated in China. But
then, the question as to how changgeuk originated is itself hotly debated, partly because of its bearing
on changgeuk’ claim to be ‘traditional.’
The reason why changgeuk has been supported by the state is partly, no doubt, to provide work
for pansori singers, but also because changgeuk, for all its drawbacks, has been seen as the most likely
candidate to fill the gap felt in the absence of a recognized ‘Korean traditional opera.’ The lack of such a
traditional opera form to compare with those of China and Japan has often been felt as a national
humiliation, and the effort to make changgeuk fill the gap is a recurring theme in its history. Equally
recurrent is the view that changgeuk as it actually existed (or even as it had existed in the past) was not
adequate to fill that gap, and that in order to do so, it would need to be changed to make it
(paradoxically) more ‘traditional’ than it had ever been before. Conversely, developments that detracted
from changgeuk’ ‘traditionality,’ as all-female yeoseong gukgeuk was seen to do, were often virulently
attacked, in part on the grounds they were inimical to the project of establishing a ‘Korean traditional
opera.’ On the other hand, companies that were not supported by the state had to attract audiences to
survive, and might stress elements of tradition or novelty depending on perceived audience demand.
Such are some of the opposing forces that have played out through changgeuk’s history and that
continue to shape the genre in its still inconclusive quest for recognition as ‘Korean traditional opera.’
This chapter outlines the conflicted history of changgeuk from its origins in the early 20th century
to the present day. In the process, it introduces some of the main debates around the genre and the issues
that have been at stake. Though changgeuk remains in a marginal position in terms of both
‘traditional’status and audience support, the debates surrounding it have broader implications not just
for pansori and the performing arts but for the Korean sense of national identity itself.
Origins of Changgeuk
Korea has often been perceived, by Westerners and Koreans alike, as a land without theater.
Nineteenth-century Western visitors, for whom the theater would have been the principal form of
entertainment, were often struck by the apparent absence of any local equivalent to the theatrical arts of
the West, or even of other Asian countries. Thus, William Elliott Griffis remarked, ‘The theat[er],
proper, does not seem to exist in Corea’ (Griffis 1907[1882]: 291); Homer B. Hulbert observed that
‘while both China and Japan have cultivated the histrionic art for ages, Koreans have never attempted it’
(1969[1906]: 312); and Isabella Bird Bishop said of Seoul, ‘it has no objects of art, very few antiquities,
no public gardens... and no theat[er]s’(Bishop 1970[1898]: 60). These writers were correct insofar as,
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before the twentieth century, Korea did not have what they would have considered the ‘theater, proper’:
the commercial indoor theater with separate stage and auditorium.
When such theaters began to appear with Korea’s opening up to the outside world in the early
twentieth century, there was a need for something to perform in them. Initially, the theaters drew on
existing Korean performing arts ─chiefly those of the male gwangdae who performed pansori and other
folk genres, and of the female gisaeng who were trained in more elite forms of music and dance ─along
with imported silent films, which came to be shown with live narration performed by a ‘movie-teller’
(byeonsa). But the traditional performing arts had evolved to suit quite different performance settings,
and when they were brought into the Western-style theater, they entered on a process of transformation
and repackaging that would continue throughout the 20th century (Howard 1986). Part of this process
was the transformation of pansori into something that Western observers would recognize as a form of
theater rather than of storytelling.
The fact that Korea had no theaters did not mean that it had no theater, in the sense of drama and
acting. Like the rest of the world, Korea had always had performing arts that were ‘theatrical’ or
‘dramatic’ in that they involved acting and the depiction of fictional characters and events. Among these
were masked dance-dramas (talchum), puppet plays (kkokdu gaksi), and the ‘motley crew’ of stock
characters (japsaek) who performed as a sideshow with farmers’ percussion bands (pungmulpae or
nongakdan).1 Yet none of these contributed significantly to the new drama until it was already well
established in the form of changgeuk. Instead, the most immediate and influential source was pansori,
whose resemblance to any Western concept of ‘drama’ was much less pronounced ─for, as we have
seen, it did not strike Western observers as ‘theater, proper’ at all.

ⓒ Yi Donsu)
<Figuer 2> Korean traditional performances (ⓒ

Why, then was the new drama based on pansori rather than other, more ostensibly ‘dramatic’
traditional performing arts? First, pansori was a narrative art based on sustained development of a plot
rather than loosely linked episodes as in the puppet plays or masked dance-dramas (Yi Sanggyu 2004:
46). It provided a small repertory of stories that were familiar to all Korean audiences but capable of
infinite elaborations and variations. Second, pansori offered a distinctive literary style that combined
rural dialect with erudite poetic allusions and could range in tone from the obscene to the ethereal, from
(literally) the sublime to the ridiculous. Third, pansori had developed an equally versatile musical style
using varied permutations of melodic mode (jo) and rhythmic cycle (jangdan) to create an appropriate
mood for each scene, often with a stress on the darker emotions projected by a distinctive husky vocal
tone.2 Fourth, pansori singers were experienced in declamation and in the embodiment (albeit
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intermittent) of the identities and emotions of fictional characters. Fifth, and perhaps most important,
pansori was popular with all classes of Korean society, and could be counted on to draw an audience to
venues and entertainments that might otherwise seem alien or challenging.
How, when, and by whom pansori was first ‘dramatized’ into changgeuk remains a subject of
debate. It has even been suggested that pansori singers were already accustomed to presenting their
stories in a theatrical way, with more than one singer taking different roles, before the 20th century
(Park Chan E. 2003: 57), though the evidence seems inconclusive. The most widely believed story of
changgeuk’s origins is the still the one that was published in the first book on the history of changgeuk
by Pak Hwang (1976). Pak quotes the recollections of veteran pansori singer Yi Dongbaek (1866-1947)
whom he interviewed in the 1940s:
The Chinese [community in Seoul] had an opera house where Chinese singing actors performed
operas every day. . . . In addition to Chinese, many Koreans also attended. . . . Korean singers
who happened to be in Seoul at the time would visit out of interest and curiosity . . . and the
master singer Gang Yonghwan would attend the theater whenever he had a chance, practically
making it his home. Gang Yonghwan developed the pansori Song of Chunhyang into a
changgeuk on the model of these Chinese operas (Pak Hwang 1976, 17; translation abridged
from Pihl 1994, 45-46).
Pak Hwang surmises that this production took place in the autumn of 1903 at the Wongaksa, Korea’first
purpose-built theater, which had been opened the previous year (pp. 21-23).
Since Pak’s book was written, however, meticulous research into contemporary newspaper
reports and other primary sources has yielded little support for his account (e.g., Baek Hyeonmi 1997,
29-90).3 No definitive record has been found of a Chinese theater in Seoul, nor of a visit by a Chinese
opera company, before the first recorded changgeuk productions. The earliest unambiguous references
to changgeuk describe performances at the Wongaksa Theater in 1908, some five years after the Song
of Chunhyang is said to have been dramatized. Moreover, it appears that the supposed founder of
changgeuk, Gang Yeonghwan, died in 1900, before the Wongaksa was built (Baek Hyesuk 1992, 7779). The story appears to reflect some wishful thinking in attributing the initiative for creating
changgeuk to a respected pansori singer inspired by an influence from China, the country that has long
been acknowledged as the source of much Korean ‘high culture.’ The picture that emerges from the
primary sources would be less welcome to patriotic changgeuk enthusiasts like Pak Hwang, for it
suggests that the pansori singers themselves were not the prime movers and that the foreign influences
came less from China than from Japan and America.4
Although there is no record of a Chinese theater in Seoul before the emergence of changgeuk, we
do know that the American-owned Seoul Electric Company, which opened a streetcar line in Seoul
around 1900, also operated a theater of sorts at its generating station near the East Gate, where silent
movies were shown as well as live performances (Yi Gyutae 1970, 222). To this theater, American
diplomat William Franklin Sands brought a performance troupe he had observed somewhere in rural
Korea, which presented a dramatization of the story of Chunhyang in a form that may have anticipated
some aspects of changgeuk (Sands 1987 [1930], 179-181). We also know that several Japanese theaters
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were opened in Seoul after Korea became a Japanese protectorate in 1905, and that Korean students had
been studying in Japan and witnessing the spoken ‘new-school’ (sinpa) plays that were popular there at
the time (Baek Hyeonmi 1997, 64-69). It appears to have been one of these students, Yi Injik (18621916), who first brought a group of pansori singers together to perform a drama that we would now
recognize as changgeuk.
Yi Injik was a writer, businessman, and politician who is known to history in part for introducing
the modern novel to Korea, following Japanese models, with his Tears of Blood (Hyeorui nu) in 1906.
But he is also known as a member of the faction that later came to be branded ‘pro-Japanese’, a label
which of course makes him a much less desirable founding figure for changgeuk than someone like
Gang Yeonghwan. While studying in Japan around the turn of the century, Yi had become familiar with
sinpa drama, which then bore traces of its earlier incarnation, the late 19th-century ‘political dramas’
(sōshi geki) that were used for campaigning in the early days of Japanese democracy. This may have led
him to see the stage as a suitable platform for his political ideas.5
In 1908, Yi Injik decided to write a play of his own and have it performed in Seoul. He arranged
for the re-opening of a theater that had been constructed in 1902 for celebrations of the 40th anniversary
of King Gojong’s accession to the throne, but had been closed by royal order in 1906 following protests
about the pernicious moral effects of gisaeng (female entertainers) and high officials being seen in the
same building in public (Baek Hyeonmi 1995: 265). The theater had been known at first as the Huidae,
then the Hyeopryulsa (a name that was later adopted by touring companies performing changgeuk and
other entertainments), and when re-opened in 1908, it was given the name by which it became best
known to history: the Wongaksa. At this theater, Yi Injik brought together a group of pansori singers,
realizing that they were the best available performers in terms of dramatic skills that would be relevant
to his objectives. Yi was very familiar with pansori, having earlier translated one of the stories into
Japanese, and when he wrote his new drama, he composed it in the form of a novella in which the first
half was made to resemble the style of a pansori text so that it could be performed as a drama by a
group of pansori singers. (The second half, which deals with events much later in time, was written in
Yi’s usual style and was presumably intended for reading only.) The story exposed the hopeless
corruption (as Yi saw it) of Korea’s existing social order and thus, by implication, advocated the need
for external intervention. He gave it the title Silver World (Eunsegye), referring to the old or silverhaired world of the outmoded Joseon Dynasty.6
Borrowing another idea from sinpa, Yi Injik advertised the production as an example of sin
yeongeuk or ‘new drama’ in contrast to the gu yeongeuk or ‘old drama’ of traditional arts like pansori.
(The Japanese term sinpa had itself been coined in 1897 to contrast with the kȳuha or ‘old school’ of
kabuki; Leiter 1997: 588.) He began instructing the pansori singers in the new dramatic techniques that
would be needed to present Silver World on the stage. Meanwhile, to help defray expenses, the pansori
singers performed episodes from their existing repertoire, gradually adopting the new theatrical mode of
presentation that they were learning. These fundraising performances became the earliest presentations
in changgeuk format of which any contemporary record survives.
This record is to be found, not in a Korean source, but in an account written by one Major Herbert
H. Austin, who happened to visit the Wongaksa (which he called the ‘Theatre Royal’) during a week’s
trip to Korea in October 1908:
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Desirous of seeing Korean life in all its different aspects, we paid a visit after dinner to the
Theatre Royal, close by, and derived no little entertainment from watching several acts of a
Korean play, performed mainly by men and boys. The building in which it took place was one of
some size, the seats in the body of the hall being raised in steps until they reached the level of the
gallery or promenade, on which we had our seats in a private box on the right-hand side. There
were four or five boxes on each side of the hall; those on the left, reserved for Korean ladies,
being all full. Not understanding a word of the language, we were, of course, unable to fathom the
plot─if there was one at all─though a gigantic paper or cardboard pumpkin, which was repeatedly
being cut, seemed to be the chief cause of interest in this highly sensational drama. Most of the
dialogue was chanted to the accompaniment of a drum played by a man on the stage, and from
time to time supers strolled across the scene as though they regarded themselves as invisible for
theatrical purposes. The music was by no means discordant, and the high falsetto voice so
commonly heard in India appeared to be considered worthy of commendation in Korea, as
applause occasionally broke out when a peculiarly high note had been successfully grappled with.
At the end of each scene a red-and-white curtain, running along a wire, was pulled across the
stage from one side, and a member of the company would come before the footlights and hold
forth to the audience, whom he was apparently informing what might be expected in the scene
about to follow (Austin 1910:196-197).
Austin’s description bears unmistakable references to both the repertoire and the singing style of
pansori, while indicating that the performance was given by multiple singing actors in dialogue format,
and that some degree of visual presentation was attempted. The reference to a ‘pumpkin, which was
repeatedly being cut’ identifies the story as the Heungboga, and the drum that accompanies the singing
is presumably the buk. The ‘member of the company’ who would ‘hold forth’ between the dramatized
scenes is evidently the narrator or dochang, a device that probably arose when dialogue passages from
the existing pansori texts were performed by two pansori singers taking the roles of the characters
while a third was needed to deliver the passages of third-person narration. (Later, when more substantial
stage scenery was added, the narrator would become a convenient device for holding the audience’s
attention while the set was changed, a practice that is often seen in changgeuk today.)
We have no comparable account of Silver World itself, though we know that it created a sensation
and proved a hard act to follow. Yi Injik moved on to other interests, and no one was ready to step into
his shoes. With the advent of actual sinpa dramas performed by Korean troupes, changgeuk was unable
to compete for novelty value. Instead, its exponents tried to appeal to the sense of tradition, changing
the name of the genre from sin yeongeuk (new drama) to gu yeongeuk (old drama) or gupa (old school)
before it was in fact even five years old (Baek Hyeonmi 1997, 91-116). Thus began changgeuk’s longsustained bid for recognition as ‘traditional Korean opera.’
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Changgeuk in the Colonial Period
After a promising start, changgeuk’s fortunes rapidly went into decline as it faced difficulties in
attracting an audience. If progressive-minded Koreans could find their entertainment in films and
spoken plays, those who wanted something traditional could still hear pansori and other indigenous
performing arts. Falling between these two stools, changgeuk was unable to find a fruitful niche in the
‘performance market,’ and became mainly a matter of dramatized highlights from the pansori stories
performed with minimal theatrical equipment by struggling itinerant variety troupes.
Changgeuk limped on in this form through most of the colonial period, until it enjoyed a vigorous
revival in the mid-1930s through the activities of an organization called the Joseon Seongak Yeonguhwe (Korean Vocal Music Association).7 The background to this revival goes back to the ‘cultural
nationalism’ of the 1920s, which was tolerated by the Japanese colonial authorities after the March 1
Independence Movement of 1919 as a relatively safe outlet for Korean nationalist aspirations (Robinson
1988). By the early 1930s, the movement had inspired a growing interest, on the part of Japanese as
well as Korean scholars, in Korean folk culture as an expression of national identity. Meanwhile, the
popular media began to publicize the idea that this identity might be expressed in cultural forms such as
the performing arts. For instance, the newspaper Donga Ilbo stated:
Our Korea, which had its own culture from ancient times, also had its own [way of] singing. The
joy expressed in that singing was our joy, and the sadness expressed in that singing was our
sadness, so that this [singing] was the mouthpiece of our lives.8
Such statements laid the foundation for a belief that has had a great influence in the Korean performing
arts ever since: that the affective life of Korean people was different from that of other nations, and that
distinctive styles in the performing arts expressed that difference. At a time when Western-based music
and entertainment was supplanting indigenous forms in popularity, this cultural nationalist ideology
formed an essential part of the context in which both pansori and changgeuk could be successfully
revived by such groups as the Joseon Seongak Yeonguhwe.
Founded in 1934, the Joseon Seongak Yeonguhwe (henceforth just ‘the Yeonguhwe’) was the
successor to a number of similar groups that had sought to advance the fortunes of traditional Korean
music in the immediately preceding years, such as the Joseon Eumnyul Hyeophwe (Korean Music
Association), but space does not permit discussing these here. What makes the Yeonguhwe more
important for our purposes is that it was led by senior pansori singers (with Yi Dongbaek as chairman)
and established a new and enduring form of changgeuk, although this was by no means its original goal.
The Yeonguhwe was founded with the objective of revitalizing and perpetuating the pansori
tradition, and was initially concerned primarily with the training of successors to the senior pansori
artists who were now approaching the end of their careers. Before settling on the name by which it
became known to history, the group called itself the Joseon Seongagwon (Korean Vocal Music
Institute), a name that emphasized its educational role. However, from the outset, it also gave public
performances, and soon its name was changed, first to Joseon Eumak Yeonguhwe (Korean Music
Association), and then at last, reflecting the specific emphasis on pansori, to Joseon Seongak
Yeonguhwe (Korean Vocal Music Association). Under its various names, the group performed in Seoul
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several times in 1934 and toured the southern provinces in 1935, but until the spring of 1936 all of its
performances were in the already popular form of the myeongchang daehwe or joint pansori recital─a
form that the group would continue to use even after developing its revolutionary new form of
changgeuk in 1936 (Baek Hyeonmi 1996: 141; Yi Sujeong 1993: 57). Thus, in Chae Mansik’s novel
Peace Under Heaven, set in September 1937, the favorite pastime of the protagonist Master Yun is to
attend myeongchang daehwe held by the Yeonguhwe, and at one such performance, he remarks to
another audience member, ‘It’s getting tremendously popular, isn’t it?’ (Chae Mansik 1993: 21;
translation by Jeon Gyeongja).
The new form of changgeuk came about through an association between the Yeonguhwe and a
new theater, the Dongyang Geukjang (Oriental Theater), which opened in November 1935. Unlike
other theaters in Seoul, which were rented out to anyone who would hire them, the Dongyang Geukjang
was devoted exclusively to presenting drama (Yi Duhyeon 1983: 142; Yu Minyeong 1980: 144).
Moreover, it specialized in presenting the whole drama and nothing but the drama, without the
interludes such as songs and sketches that had tended to become so intrusive as to overshadow the main
item in popular drama programs such as those of sinpa melodrama (Go Seolbong 1990: 23; Seo
Yeonho 1994: 238). Thus, Korea had acquired for the first time a theater that was devoted exclusively
to drama and that presented complete plays unaccompanied by other entertainments, making this format
available for a new form of changgeuk after members of the Yeonguhwe began to perform at the
Dongyang Geukjang in January 1936. The complete play format would soon replace the ‘old school’
convention of performing a changgeuk scene as the finale of a variety show.
The emergence of a second generation of changgeuk at the Dongyang Geukjang uncannily
recapitulates the emergence of the first generation of changgeuk at the Wongaksa. In both cases, there
was collaboration between pansori singers and artists schooled in spoken drama, but in both cases, there
are differing accounts of the role played by each, and those who have told the story have tended to favor
their own side. Actor Go Seolbong, who had been active in the Dongyang Geukjang at the time,
attributed the initiative for dramatizing pansori to three figures associated with the Dongyang Geukjang
rather than the Yeonguhwe: dramatist Chwe Dokgyeon and directors Hong Haeseong and Pak Jin. By
his account, senior pansori singers from the Yeonguhwe were initially brought in to provide ‘effect
music’ from the back of the stage in otherwise spoken dramatizations of the pansori stories, and when
their singing proved popular with audiences, men like Chwe, Hong, and Pak had the idea of staging
complete changgeuk versions of the same stories ‘in the name of the Yeonguhwe’ (Go Seolbong 1990:
41-2). This account is broadly supported in the memoirs of Pak Jin, who goes on to credit himself with
a prominent role in initiating the subsequent changgeuk productions of the Yeonguhwe and in teaching
the pansori singers to act (Pak Jin 1966: 170-71). His role is also confirmed by Seo Hangseok, himself a
director of spoken drama who was active in the 1930s (Seo Hangseok 1975: 234). In bringing a group
of pansori singers into the theater and training them in a new method of acting, Pak Jin appears as a
second Yi Injik for changgeuk. Like Yi Injik, Pak had studied in Japan, and regarded the spoken drama
that Korea learned from Japan as an appropriate model for changgeuk.
Pak Hwang, as might be expected, tells a different story, one that acknowledges the use of the
Dongyang Geukjang as a venue but attributes all of the initiative to the pansori singers. Among these,
Jeong Jeongryeol is singled out as the genius behind the formation of the Yeonguhwe itself and the
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arranger and director of most of its changgeuk productions (Pak Hwang 1976: 84-109). Here, for once,
Pak Hwang gains support from the primary sources, for contemporary newspaper reports credit Jeong
Jeongnyeol with directing most of the early Yeonguhwe productions (Baek Hyeonmi 1996: 143n65),
including two that Pak Jin later claimed to have directed (Pak Jin 1966: 304-6). The names of Pak Jin
and others affiliated with the Dongyang Geukjang (such as set designer Won Ujeon) do not appear in
connection with changgeuk until after 1940, when the Yeonguhwe was at the end of its life.
Thus, those with a personal stake in the story have told it in their own way, sometimes
contradicting each other. From an outsider’s perspective, the most plausible origin theory for the second
generation of changgeuk may be similar to that for the first: that the figures with a background in
spoken drama (Pak Jin and Chwe Dokgyeon, like Yi Injik) served as catalysts that facilitated an
interaction between the pansori singers and the modern theater, but that once the interaction had begun,
it was by no means dependent on these figures. Whatever the role of particular individuals, it can be
accepted that the new generation of changgeuk could not have taken the form that it did without the
theatrical facilities and expertise available at the Dongyang Geukjang, which represented the state of the
art in Korea at the time (Baek Hyeonmi 1996: 142-145).
The Dongyang Geukjang’s initial production of The Story of Chunhyang with pansori ‘effect
music’ in January 1936 was apparently followed by two more productions in a similar format within the
next month (Seo Hangseok 1975: 234). These productions were designated sinchanggeuk or ‘new
pansori drama’ to indicate that while sinpa or sin-geuk actors represented the dramatis personae,
pansori was also sung. The use of pansori singers to narrate parts of a drama performed by others may
have been quite an old practice, as suggested by Sands’s rather ambiguous description of the rural
Chunhyang play that he brought to Seoul in the early 1900s: ‘The story is told descriptively on the
stage, the actors illustrating it in pantomime accompanied by music’ (Sands 1987[1930]: 181). On the
other hand, a more recent precedent for presenting spoken drama enhanced by stylized narration could
have been found in the new genre byeonsageuk or ‘voice actor drama,’ in which the popular byeonsa
who had provided live narration for silent films, but had found themselves out of work as ‘talkies’ were
introduced, came together with small groups of actors to perform ‘highlights’ accompanied by the
byeonsa’s distinctive brand of narration (Seo Yeonho 1994: 221-222). In arranging the scripts for
sinchanggeuk productions, the dramatists used the short-play records made by pansori singers of the
day (ibid., p. 285); and in return, they provided the pansori singers with a model for the presentation of
their repertory in a fully dramatized form that incorporated pansori singing.
After these sinchanggeuk productions, in which the pansori singers provided only narration or
‘effect music,’ came fully-fledged changgeuk productions in which they acted ‘with the roles divided’
(Go Seolbong 1990: 42). It was not, however, primarily the senior pansori stars who took the main
roles. These men, now in their sixties and seventies, may not have seemed credible in the roles of young
romantic heroes such as Yi Mongryong, and Pak Jin may have had good reason to complain of ‘the
difficulty of teaching them acting’ (Pak Jin 1966: 171).
This point is conceded by Pak Hwang, who tells an anecdote of the time Kim Changryong, then
in his sixties, was cast as the heroine’s blind father in The Story of Sim Cheong. In a scene where
Blindman Sim falls in a ditch and comes home wet and cold, Kim went on fanning himself
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nonchalantly in the pansori singer’s accustomed way, even while Sim Cheong had to say, ‘Father, how
cold you must be in those wet clothes’─to the audience’s unintended amusement (Pak Hwang 1976: 9091). The anecdote may be apocryphal, for Kim Changryong apparently died in 1935 (Jeong Beomtae
2002: 63) while the Yeonguhwe did not perform The Story of Simcheong until December 1936,9 but it
reflects a general perception that the veteran singers were ill at ease with the kind of acting that was now
expected of them.
While older singers did play older characters, the young lead roles were entrusted to artists who
could be more visually convincing, even if these artists had joined the Yeonguhwe as trainees and were
no match for the veterans in pansori singing. To get the best of both worlds, the Yeonguhwe at first
continued the sinchanggeuk practice by having the singing performed from the wings by senior artists
while the glamorous young leads acted out the story. In this they were assisted by new spoken dialogue
inserted into the pansori texts and reflecting the influence of realist drama. From the September 1936
production of The Story of Chunhyang, however, the Yeonguhwe made a point of having at least some
of the singing done by the actors on stage:
Up to now, what is called changgeuk has had the drama (geuk) carried on by itself at one side
while the singing (chang) was done at the other side by a different person; but there were many
cases when the chang and geuk were neither synchronized in time nor matched in content,
destroying the effect of both together. So [the Yeonguhwe] is simply abandoning the practice of
having the geuk and chang done separately, which cannot be effective, and pursuing a new form
of musical drama in which the actors who appear on the stage sing chang themselves.10
This was the landmark production of The Story of Chunhyang that has often been cited as a
turning point in changgeuk history (e.g., Pak Hwang 1976: 86-9). It was conceived on a grand scale,
with an expanded cast in which dozens of extras appeared in the scene where the Farmers’
Song’(Nongbuga) is sung,11 and according to Pak Hwang, the production took five hours to perform
(Pak Hwang 1976: 87). Contemporary newspaper photographs suggest that the use of stage props was
also expanded, with artificial rice seedlings adding realism to the representation of agricultural labor.12 It
was also the first changgeuk production in which accompanying instruments other than the barrel drum
buk are known to have been used.13
Yet alongside these innovations was a stress on restoring a tradition:
Over the years, The Story of Chunhyang has appeared before us in innumerable guises from
changgeuk to singeuk to film, but as it has either strayed from tradition or departed from custom
altogether, it has earned only sneers from the learned. Therefore, this singing drama (gageuk)
[production of] The Story of Chunhyang, under the direction of Jeong Jeongryeol, not only
observes the customs of the time [in which the story is set] in everything from costume to
movement, but in the dialogue too it shuns as far as possible new expressions that have appeared
in modern times. Moreover, the [pan]sori that is sung these days has greatly changed both the
content and the way of singing, and while some of these changes are improvements, changes for
the worse are not lacking either, and in consideration of this point, [this production] strives to
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incorporate a great deal of the old-style singing.14
This ‘old-style singing’ was apparently still done by the veteran pansori stars offstage, perhaps in
the role of narrators, for one report states that ‘in this changgeuk there are two kinds of singers: the
singers behind the curtain and the actors on the stage.’15 The combination of glamorous young stars on
the stage and veteran pansori singers in the wings seems to have provided a workable solution to the
challenge of finding a compromise between tradition and modernity─always a key problem for
changgeuk─and the production was well received.16 With this production, the second generation of
changgeuk came of age.
The verdict of history, however, among enthusiasts of pansori and of drama alike, has been that
the changgeuk developed by the Yeonguhwe was an inferior art form. The added spoken dialogue was
disliked by the older pansori singers and perceived by some enthusiasts as out of keeping with the style
of the pansori texts, especially when the dialogue tended to increase in quantity at the expense of the
singing (Pak Hwang 1976: 90, 114-21). This change was perhaps inevitable given that the singing of
the young stars, who lacked the rigorous training and experience of their seniors, was seen as a lighter
form of pansori and came to be known by the disparaging term ‘play singing’ (yeongeuk sori; Yi
Bohyeong 1991: 208, 251).
A prime example of a changgeuk star from this era is Jeong Namhui (1905-84), who played the
hero Yi Mongryong in the epoch-making production of The Story of Chunhyang described above.
Jeong Namhui is remembered less for his pansori singing than for his version of the extended
instrumental solo gayageum sanjo, which is maintained today by Hwang Byeonggi and his students
(Jeong Beomtae 2002: 153-5). Jeong recorded parts of his sanjo in 1934 and 1935, and also made
recordings of the self-accompanied pansori excerpts and folksongs known as gayageum byeongchang,
but he was never recorded as a solo pansori singer.17 Like changgeuk, gayageum byeongchang is
widely regarded as a lighter form of pansori, and it is not unusual for one person to excel in both. A
notable current example would be An Sukseon (An Sukseon, b. 1949), who has twice served as artistic
director of the NCCK and is a designated ‘holder’ of gayageum byeongchang under Important
Intangible Cultural Heritage No. 23 (ibid., pp. 488-91; Howard 2006: 69, 155).18 But a crucial difference
is that An Sukseon is also highly respected as a pansori singer; for while changgeuk still has its
problems, a lack of excellent pansori singers is not among them. In the 1930s and 40s, the Yeonguhwe
and its successors had great difficulty in finding performers with both stage appeal and first-rate pansori
skills; and as changgeuk began to attract a mass audience, it became apparent that this audience cared
less about the finer points of pansori singing than about the glamour and charisma of the stars. Thus,
what had begun as a move to restore and revitalize the tradition of pansori became a popular
entertainment that, in catering to the taste of the masses, alienated many pansori fans.
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ⓒ Yi Jeonggyu)
<Figure 3> Jeong Namhui, gayageum player as well as actor of changguek (ⓒ

Nevertheless, the Yeonguhwe should be acknowledged for its achievement in establishing a
genre that would be readily recognized as changgeuk today, one that was rooted in Korean tradition yet
adapted to contemporary taste, and that could hold an audience’s interest through the performance of a
complete story unsupported by other acts. It is especially remarkable that the Yeonguhwe was able to
achieve all this during the last decade of colonial rule, when the Japanese authorities were increasingly
hostile to any expression of a separate Korean identity. Indeed, an unsympathetic policy on the part of
the colonial authorities precipitated the demise of the Yeonguhwe, which had already begun in 1938-39
with the death of its senior pansori singers Jeong Jeongryeol and Song Mangap and the retirement of Yi
Dongbaek. With Japan on a thoroughly military footing following its invasion of China in 1937, artists
of all kinds, in Korea and Japan alike, were brought under tight government control and required to
belong to new umbrella organizations overseen by the Bureau of Police. In December 1940, the
Yeonguhwe was forced to join such an organization, the Joseon Yeongeuk Hyeophwe (Korean Drama
Association), along with seven troupes performing other kinds of drama (Yi Duhyeon 1966: 266-74).
The Yeonguhwe did not flourish as a member of the Korean Drama Association, perhaps not only
because of official interference but also because the Yeonguhwe was as much an organization of
musicians as of actors. Its final changgeuk production was given just two months later.19
But colonial oppression was never as monolithic as it has tended to be represented in Korean
nationalist historiography; it was always qualified by the presence of at least some Japanese who sought
not to suppress Korean art forms but to profit from them commercially, or even to appreciate them
aesthetically. Certainly the public performance of plays in the Korean language that showcased
traditional Korean culture and music was problematic for the Japanese policy of assimilation. Yet there
is evidence that under certain circumstances, such performances could be not only tolerated but
encouraged─ not, to be sure, from any kindly regard for the changgeuk performers and their audiences,
but from a belief that the theater could be a useful instrument of propaganda in Korea as it was in Japan
(Bowers 1952: 215).
Thus, changgeuk was made to join other forms of Korean drama and film (Seo Yeonho 1994:
288-306; Yi Yeongil 1988: 73-82) in presenting stories on pro-Japanese themes and at least partly in the
Japanese language. In 1942, as part of a long-term policy of phasing out all public use of the Korean
language, the colonial regime introduced a stipulation that plays had to be performed with at least onethird of the dialogue in Japanese (Seo Yeonho 1994: 292), and contemporary reports confirm that this
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was done in changgeuk.20 A performer active at the time, Jang Woljungseon, recalled that even scenes
from The Story of Chunhyang and other traditional pansori stories had to be performed in Japanese at
times, which she found extremely laughable.21 After the success of the Yeonguhwe made changgeuk
popular, the authorities may have feared it as a rallying point of Korean national pride, but they also saw
in it a vehicle for influencing the masses, and it was this that allowed changgeuk to survive and even
flourish under wartime conditions. Thus, the late colonial policy toward changgeuk was marked by a
certain ambivalence, while the performers, for their part, seem to have vacillated between attempts at
resistance and resignation to the inevitability of compliance. For some of them, the taint of
collaborationism became an embarrassment after Liberation in 1945 (Seo Yeonho 1994, 99).
Various accounts tell of new changgeuk troupes springing up ‘like mushrooms after rain’
following the early successes of the Yeonguhwe (Pak Jin 1966: 171). Go Seolbong indicates that these
troupes were based in the provinces (Go Seolbong 1990: 41-2), which might explain why they went
unnoticed by the Seoul newspapers until December 1940, when we find an announcement of a
performance by the Hwarang Changgeukdan (Hwarang Changgeuk Company).22 This was the first
company to use the term changgeuk in its name, and it specialized in a type of repertory that had been
pioneered by the Yeonguhwe, the ‘newly composed historical drama’ (changjak sageuk; Yu Minyeong
1995: 226-7). This label was in some respects a misnomer, for the sources of these plays were found not
in documented history but in popular legends and ‘unofficial histories’ (yahwa) set against a
romanticized background of the remote past, and they were concerned more with depicting the largerthan-life adventures of mythical heroes and heroines than with accurately portraying a historical period.
In addition, many of them were not strictly speaking ‘newly composed,’ for they were often inspired by
recent productions in the form of spoken drama, and in some cases used the same script. Nevertheless,
they presented stories of the past in a form in which they had not hitherto been seen, and enabled the
changgeuk troupes to attract a more sustained following than they could have done with endless
repetitions of the same few stories from pansori.
Historical dramas from this period, whether spoken or sung, are generally not held in high esteem
today (Seo Yeonho 1994: 268), and Pak Hwang blames them for a decline in standards of singing
which, he says, made changgeuk little different from popular spoken drama in its emphasis on dialogue
supplemented only by short songs in pansori style (Pak Hwang 1976: 114-5). These historical dramas
evidently aimed to appeal to a broad spectrum of popular taste rather than a small community of
pansori enthusiasts, and their legacy would become something of a burden when the NCCK strove to
recover the foundations of changgeuk in pansori from the 1960s on. But for thirty years, they remained
the mainstay of the changgeuk repertory, including that of the all-female yeoseong gukgeuk troupes that
arose after Liberation.
Though Seong Gyeongrin designates 1945 as the major dividing point in changgeuk history
(Seong Gyeongrin 1980: 340), it is difficult to detect any change of aesthetics in changgeuk arising
from the end of colonial rule. Naturally enough, the Japanese-language and pro-Japanese dramas were
dropped like hot bricks, and the writers of historical dramas turned to nationalistic and anti-Japanese
subjects such as the life of Nongae, a gisaeng courtesan who threw herself off a cliff while embracing a
Japanese general during the Hideyoshi Invasions of 1592 (Pak Hwang 1976: 175). But critics
complained that historical dramas still placed popular commercial appeal above a proper sense of
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history,23 and their appeal remained essentially escapist, although the ‘escape’ was now from poverty
and civil war rather than colonial oppression.
Yet as time went by, nostalgic historical changgeuk would itself become an object of nostalgia.
Especially in yeoseong gukgeuk, historical dramas are still performed today which originate in the
1940s and 50s, and by casting veteran stars in the roles which they first made famous, these current
productions appeal to a nostalgia, not of course for the hardships of those years, but perhaps for the
intensity with which those hardships invested the escapist appeal of the dramas when they were first
performed. In that light, it makes perfect sense that historical changgeuk would emerge in one of
Korea’s darkest hours, the last five years of the colonial period.
However inconvenient for a genre that aspires to be ‘Korean traditional opera,’ it cannot be
denied that changgeuk took shape primarily under colonial rule. Not only did the name changgeuk
come to be used for the first time, but the genre it referred to acquired most of the features that we
would recognize in changgeuk today. Chiefly through the collaboration between the Joseon Seongak
Yeonguhwe and the Dongyang Geukjang, a new form of changgeuk emerged in which the performance
of complete dramas, rather than separate episodes, became standard; spoken dialogue was added in the
process of dramatization; an ensemble of traditional instruments supplemented the buk barrel drum of
pansori; and visual appeal was enhanced with more elaborate costumes, scenery, and dancing. This
description would fit most productions of changgeuk ever since.
All-female Changgeuk: Yeoseong Gukgeuk
After Liberation and the partition of the two Koreas, the story of changgeuk is essentially
restricted to the South. While South Korea developed an ideology of preservation that maintained the
colonial-era cultural nationalist view of traditional music as an expression of a unique Korean identity,
Communist North Korea regarded traditional culture as, at best, material for improvement, and at worst,
a hangover of a stratified feudal society. Pansori was not highly valued, both because of its roots in
‘feudal’ society and because its overly complex singing style made the words hard to understand.
Relative to pansori, changgeuk was seen as more ‘advanced’ and ranked as a ‘musical drama on a
higher artistic plane’ because of its more highly developed dialogue and gesture, its tighter plot
structures, and its expanded theatrical apparatus (Gwahak Baekkwa Sajeon Jonghap Chulpansa 1995:
208-9). This relatively positive evaluation enabled changgeuk performance to continue in North Korea
until the 1960s, but the pansori-style singing was still considered a liability, and eventually changgeuk
was supplanted by musical dramas called minjok gageuk (national opera) using simpler music derived
from folksongs (minyo; ibid., p. 250). Then, in 1971, came the famous ‘revolutionary opera’ Sea of
Blood (Pibada), said to have been composed by ‘the great leader Comrade Kim Jeongiil’ himself, and
from then on, the model for all North Korean musical drama was ‘Sea-of-Blood-style opera’(Pibadasik
gageuk). This used simple strophic songs (jeolga) in the language of everyday speech and avoided any
vestige of pansori ─even when a new ‘ideologically correct’ version of the Chunhyang story was
produced in the 1980s.24 The rest of this chapter on changgeuk therefore concerns South Korea only.
The condition of changgeuk at Liberation has been described by drama historian Seo Yeonho as
follows:
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Changgeuk reached Liberation with a public image tarnished by many problems, such as the
indiscriminate formation of too many troupes toward the end of the colonial period, the creation
of rough-and-ready repertory on the basis of old legends, the neglect of the maintenance and
transmission of a proper basis in traditional pansori singing, a deterioration to meet excessively
vulgar taste, and a participation in the ranks of those who had served the government in
compliance with Japanese colonial policies. (Seo Yeonho 1994: 99)
While changgeuk performers struggled on, chiefly presenting the romantic ‘historical dramas’ of the
previous few years, it would have been difficult in 1945 to foresee the major resurgence of changgeuk
that would take place in South Korea a few years later. But by the 1950s, changgeuk was even more
popular than it had been in the late 1930s, albeit in a new guise: all-female yeoseong gukgeuk or
‘women’s national drama.’25
The name yeoseong gukgeuk was very much a product of its time. In the postcolonial atmosphere
of nation-building, the character for ‘nation’ or ‘national’ (guk) was apt to appear in the name of
anything pertaining to Korea as opposed to other countries. The heterogeneous genres and styles of
Korean traditional music, for instance, came to be known collectively as gugak (national music), while
changgeuk came to be called gukgeuk (national drama). This was the term used in the name of what is
now the NCCK (Gungrip Changgeukdan) when it was founded in 1962 as the Gungrip Gukgeukdan,
and it is still used by one mixed changgeuk troupe, the Gwangju Sirip Gukgeukdan (Gwangju
Municipal Gukgeuk Company). When this gukgeuk began to be performed by all-female casts in the
late 1940s, it was simply a matter of adding a descriptive modifier to call it yeoseong gukgeuk, or
‘women’s national drama.’ But although it was coined so innocently, the name came to encapsulate a
world of storm and stress surrounding emotive questions of gender relations in postcolonial South
Korea.

ⓒ Yeoseong gukgeuk performance Association)
<Figure 4> Performance of yeoseong gukgeuk (ⓒ

Male impersonation (like female impersonation in the masked dance-dramas and the sideshows
of percussion bands) has a much longer history in Korea than that of yeoseong gukgeuk itself. For
centuries, Korean shamans have been mostly female, and a major part of their rituals has involved
assuming the identities of a succession of spirits, many of them male. When women began to sing
pansori in the late 19th century, they had (like shamans) to take on the personae of a succession of
characters, male as well as female, in delivering their sometimes protracted speeches. In the
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theatricalization of pansori, some of the experiments in dialogue singing, reportedly involving male and
female characters, may have been performed by young gisaeng girls.26 Reports of concerts by groups of
gisaeng in the 1910s, and of the variety troupe Gwangweoldan in the 1920s, make it clear that the
impersonation of male characters by women singing in pansori style was then a major attraction (Baek
Hyeonmi 1997: 102-116). According to Pak Hwang, male impersonation was also the specialty of
female pansori singer Pak Gwihui when she performed in mixed changgeuk troupes throughout the
1940s (Pak Hwang 1976: 126, 167). Thus, even before yeoseong gukgeuk emerged, female crossdressing was an almost unbroken strand in the history of changgeuk.
Meanwhile, during the colonial period, pansori performance had become increasingly the
province of women. The typical performance context, outside of the myeongchang daehwe concerts in
the theaters, was now the private party with one or more gisaeng singing pansori as a floor show. The
gisaeng had always been trained in traditional performing arts, albeit mainly those of the elite traditions
such as sijo song and jeongjae dance. The addition of pansori to their repertory, though initiated by
pansori aficionado Sin Jaehyo as a novelty item for a royal audience (Um Haekyung 1992: 83), became
generalized as a result of the loss of court patronage that came with colonization, and the consequent
need for the gisaeng to find support from a wider public. Pansori was then probably the most popular of
all traditional arts, appealing to all sectors of Korean society, and as it required only two performers (a
singer and a drummer), it could be hired for private performances by patrons of only moderate means.
At these gatherings, the gisaeng could combine performing with their other traditional function as
hostesses, engaging guests in smart conversation and helping them to food and drinks as they had done
for elite patrons in the elegant excursions and banquets encapsulated in the word pungnyu (refined
pursuits). What the gisaeng performed would be what their patrons demanded, and the popular demand
for women’s pansori singing thus made pansori increasingly a women’s art. By the late 1930s, the
national organization of pansori singers, the Joseon Seongak Yeonguhwe, had more female members
than male (Yi Sujeong 1993: 55).
For men, on the other hand, a career in the traditional performing arts was becoming an
unpromising prospect as traditional music in general was surpassed in popularity by Japanese-inflected
Western imports such as enka or ‘trot’-style songs, known in Korean by the onomatopoeic term
ppongtchak. Despite the efforts of the Yeonguhwe, few young men took up the arduous training of the
pansori singer, and the result was a marked gender imbalance among pansori singers. Conveniently for
changgeuk, the two most popular pansori stories centered on female characters (Chunhyang and Sim
Cheong); but they also had important male leads (Yi Mongryong and Sim Cheong’s father) and even
crowd scenes involving mainly men (farmers and sailors). In the other pansori stories, all the important
characters were male, while the newly composed historical dramas revolved around love stories set
against a background of war, and therefore required both romantic heroes and armies of soldiers. Given
a preponderance of female singers and of male characters, and a strong precedent for male
impersonation by pansori singers, it was inevitable that more and more women would come to play
male roles in changgeuk. This practice remains common today, and for the same reasons.
There was also a well-established precedent in Korea for performing groups of a single sex,
whether male or female─a precedent that stretches back through the separate male and female troupes
that performed changgeuk scenes in the 1910s (Baek Hyeonmi 1996: 65-72) to the traditional itinerant
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entertainment troupes called sadangpae, which existed in both all-male and all-female forms. After all,
separate male and female spheres of activity were more the norm than the exception in a Confucian
society, and to extend the principle to changgeuk would have been an obvious response to the growing
feminization of pansori.
Another precedent, and perhaps an influence, could be found in Japan’s famous all-female
Takarazuka Revue (Berlin 1988: 66-68). Significantly, the earliest documented performances of the
Takarazuka Revue and of all-female pansori dramatizations by groups of gisaeng date from the same
year, 1914, and while no clear influence can be documented, Koreans in the theater world can hardly
have been unaware of the latest Japanese theatrical sensation. Certainly the Takarazuka type of
performance came to be known in Korea during the colonial period. In 1929, the Bae Guja Sonyeo
Gageukdan (Bae Guja Girls’ Opera Company) was founded on the model Takarazuka (Baek Hyeonmi
1996: 100n24), and in the early 1940s, there may have been opportunities for changgeuk performers to
see or at least hear about performances by the Takarazuka troupes themselves. The changgeuk troupe
Daedong Gageukdan toured Japan in 1943, when there were as many as fifteen Takarazuka teams
constantly moving about the country (Berlin 1988: 107). Around the same time, Takarazuka troupes
were performing for Japanese servicemen in Korea, where reports may have reached the changgeuk
world (ibid., p. 311). No influence can be proven; but it was just five years after this that the first
yeoseong gukgeuk performances were staged.
There are, of course, some crucial differences between Takarazuka and yeoseong gukgeuk. While
yeoseong gukgeuk dramas are always set in East Asia and use traditional-style Korean music,
Takarazuka plays are often set in Western countries or other distant lands, and their musical style is also
basically Western, though inflected, when the story is set in the Japanese past, with what might be
called ‘auto-exoticism.’ But overall, the two genres embrace a similar aesthetic. Both emphasize
sumptuous settings, gorgeous costumes, dashing heroes, and dainty heroines. Both have always
appealed primarily to women; and both are likely to strike a Western theater-goer as ‘camp.’ Yeoseong
gukgeuk artists did not directly imitate the Takaraziennes, but they may have sought to translate the
eminently successful Takarazuka formula into their own musical and cultural language. Instead of
trying to learn a whole new musical style and vocal technique, they used what they already knew from
their training in pansori, a style that was still in demand for both public and private performance. And
instead of trying to create a new kind of repertory set in remote and unfamiliar locations, they used what
they already knew from both the pansori stories themselves and the fanciful ‘historical dramas’ that had
become popular in changgeuk since the early 1940s. In both these choices, they would have been
encouraged by the post-Liberation mood of nation-building in which a premium was set on whatever
was unique and indigenous to Korea. Thus, their equivalent of Takarazuka became ‘women’s national
drama.’
According to musicologist Yi Bohyeong, the initiative to form yeoseong gukgeuk troupes came
not so much from the performers themselves as from directors and writers such as Kim Abu, Kim
Sejeon, and Jo Geon, all of them male (quoted in Kim Byeongcheol 1998: 28). This would be
consistent with the precedent for theatricalizations of pansori being initiated by figures with a
background in theater rather than pansori, as we saw with Yi Injik in 1908 and Pak Jin in the 1930s.
The first complete all-female changgeuk production was A Flower in Prison (Okjunghwa─another
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name for the Chunhyang story), performed in October 1948 by a newly formed group, the Yeoseong
Gugak Donghohwe (Women’s National Music Society; Kim Byeongcheol 1998: 27-8; Kim Gije 1962:
385). Despite featuring the experienced male impersonator Pak Gwihui along with two younger women
who would later become big names in pansori and yeoseong gukgeuk─Kim Sohui as Chunhyang and
Im Chunaeng as Yi Mongryong─the production was not well received, and closed with a loss after only
four days. For its next production, the group turned away from the pansori repertoire to the newly
composed dramas based on legends that were now more in vogue, presenting The Sun and the Moon
(Haennimgwa dallim) to a libretto by sinpa playwright Kim Abu in February 1949. This fairy-tale play
created an immediate sensation, drawing enormous audiences mainly of women and establishing a
model for the mass popularity of yeoseong gukgeuk over the next fifteen years.
The outbreak of the Korean War in June 1950 put a stop to all theatrical performance for a while,
but by 1952, new yeoseong gukgeuk troupes were being formed, and after the Armistice was signed in
July 1953, they rapidly increased in number. Concurrently with this proliferation of yeoseong gukgeuk
troupes came the rise of all-female farmers’ music troupes (yeoseong nongakdan) performing the
dances and percussive music of rural villages which had traditionally been strictly reserved for men
(Gwon Eunyeong 2004; Sin Yongha 1985). That so many troupes performing the same genre could
survive and even prosper through the 1950s and into the 1960s is all the more remarkable given the
abject poverty that most Koreans faced during this period. But yeoseong gukgeuk’s moment of glory
was sustained and, at its height, unrivaled by any other form of live entertainment. Richard Rutt, writing
of his experience as a ‘country priest’ in a village near Suwon in 1957, evokes the character of the genre
in the days when performances were frequent and well attended even in a provincial town:
Suwon... is a city with a decidedly rustic flavour. Of an evening you can frequently hear the
farmers’ music of pipe and drum in the heart of the town. But it is true that this is delusory. It
means that one of the all-female opera groups is playing at one of the cinemas, and you are being
encouraged to go and sit in the fan-fluttering congregation and see a melodrama, in both senses of
the word. (If you like bright colours and oriental music, it’s excellent; but you must also be
amenable to gruff-voiced women with huge false beards.) (Rutt 1964: 102)
Rutt’s expression ‘fan-fluttering’ conjures up an image of a mostly female ‘congregation,’ and all
sources concur that the audience for yeoseong gukgeuk consisted mainly of women and girls. Though
personal beauty was emphasized among the qualifications of a successful performer, and showcased in
a pageant of colorful costumes, yeoseong gukgeuk was not so much a ‘girlie show’ offered up to the
prurient male gaze as it was a vehicle of female fantasy and self-exploration through identification with
glamorous actresses and/or characters. Kim Byeongcheol showed me a collection of scrapbooks kept
by young female fans of yeoseong gukgeuk in the 1950s and 1960s, in which newspaper and magazine
clippings alternated with hand-written expressions of adulation and emulation, very much in the manner
of Takarazuka fans.27 Pak Hwang, on the other hand, suggests that married women formed a large part
of the audience (Pak Hwang 1976: 189). Clearly, for audiences as well as performers, yeoseong
gukgeuk was a highly visible female sphere of activity, and as such, it was bound to be regarded by
some as an expression of feminism.
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Pak Hwang, for instance, reports that some contemporary critics spoke up against yeoseong
gukgeuk as a degraded entertainment that would damage the future prospects of changgeuk (Pak
Hwang 1976: 228-9). One of these anonymous critics apparently went so far as to compare the allfemale troupes with the mythical creatures called bulgasari that were said to eat iron and to have tried to
overthrow the Goryeo dynasty. Another critic invoked a well-known Korean proverb:
When a hen crows the house is ruined. When women run rampant the country is ruined. At the
end of the Joseon dynasty, when Queen Min arbitrarily toyed with power, the country was ruined.
(Pak Hwang 1976: 229)
As Korean feminist writers have since started to show (Kim and Chwe 1998), one part of the
postcolonial project of nation-building has been the scramble to ensure that the nation is structured
along patriarchal lines, and the rise of yeoseong gukgeuk was evidently seen by some as inimical to that
project as well as damaging to mixed-cast changgeuk.
Many later writers on the history of pansori and changgeuk have followed Pak Hwang in blaming
yeoseong gukgeuk for a lowering of artistic standards in the parent genres. The argument goes that with
the burgeoning numbers of yeoseong gukgeuk companies the talent pool of trained female pansori
singers was spread too thin, and women of little or no training rushed to join yeoseong gukgeuk troupes
which, moreover, presented cheap and tawdry repertoire laying more stress on gaudy costumes than on
meaningful drama and music. Having enticed audiences away from more worthy mixed-cast
changgeuk, yeoseong gukgeuk then went into a rapid decline as audiences tired of this inferior fare, but
by then changgeuk and to some extent pansori had become tainted by association with it (Pak Hwang
1976: 224-34). However, contemporary evidence suggests that changgeuk and yeoseong gukgeuk of the
1940s-60s were not as different from each other as they have subsequently become, and that several of
the changes that Pak attributes to yeoseong gukgeuk had already begun in changgeuk of the colonial
period.
For instance, we have already seen that casting for glamour rather than pansori singing ability
was a feature of changgeuk productions by the Joseon Seongak Yeonguhwe in the 1930s. The fanciful
‘historical dramas’ with their stress on visual appeal were not an invention of yeoseong gukgeuk but had
already become prevalent in changgeuk of the 1940s, and indeed much of the actual repertory was
shared by both types of troupe. Individual artists also crossed over between the two genres: Kim Jinjin,
who led and starred in the Jingyeong Yeoseong Gukgeukdan in the 1950s, went on to play the title role
in the NCCK’s first production of The Story of Simcheong in 1969 (Seong Gyeongrin 1980: 349), while
male pansori singer Kim Yeonsu headed the changgeuk company Uri Gugakdan in both mixed and allfemale incarnations before becoming the first leader of the NCCK when it was founded in 1962.
With all this sharing of artists and repertory, it seems unlikely that the artistic standards of
changgeuk and yeoseong gukgeuk in the 1950s were as different as Pak Hwang suggests. Thus,
contemporary sources treat yeoseong gukgeuk not as a separate genre from changgeuk, but simply as
one kind of changgeuk, with the distinction sometimes left quite vague (Hakwonsa 1960: 580; Kim
Gije 1962: 274-83, 385-7). It is the NCCK’s subsequent project of restoring changgeuk to its roots in
traditional pansori that has made the two genres seem so distinct.
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Yeoseong gukgeuk continued to flourish until the mid-1960s, but had petered out by the end of the
decade (Kim Gije 1962: 386-7; Baek Hyeonmi 1989a: 84; Hong Seongdeok 1996). The main reason is
probably to be found, not in the intrinsic inferiority of the product, but in competition from a growing
domestic film industry. Korean film production increased exponentially from 15 in 1955 to 108 in
1959, and ‘stage shows and plays which had been performed throughout Korea began to disappear and
were put on the screen’ (Yi Yeongil 1988: 111-113). Among these stage shows and plays were stories
in the changgeuk repertory: not only the perennial pansori favorite The Story of Chunhyang, which was
filmed three times within these five years, but also historical dramas such as Prince Maui (Maui Taeja)
and The Tragedy of King Danjong (Danjong aesa; ibid., pp. 112-7). Indeed, the majority of films made
during this period were either melodramas or stories set in the remote historical past, or both, and this
indicates that they were oriented toward the same kind of audience as changgeuk and sinpa drama.
Close on the heels of film came television: while there were only 3,000 TV sets in Korea when
broadcasting began in 1956, the number climbed to 20,000 at the beginning of the 1960s, and to ten
times that figure by the end of the decade (Kim Gyu et al., 1994: 100). With these two media firmly
entrenched, neither mixed-cast changgeuk nor yeoseong gukgeuk, nor indeed any form of live theater,
would ever again provide the main source of entertainment for a mass audience in Korea. But while
changgeuk was rescued with financial support from the government through the NCCK, yeoseong
gukgeuk could not survive after it ceased to be commercially viable.
Thus, from the late 1960s, yeoseong gukgeuk performance appears to have ceased for about
fifteen years. Then, in 1983, a group of veteran performers led by Kim Jinjin and others began to
perform in the Crystal Ballroom of the Lotte Hotel in downtown Seoul. They presented works from
their old repertory, including The Story of Chunhyang as well as ‘historical dramas’ such as Princess
Seonhwa (Seonhwa Gongju) and Foolish Full Moon (Babo ondal), and all of these were well received.
In April 1986 another veteran, Yi Gunja, founded a troupe called the Hanguk Yeoseong Gukgeuk
Yesuldan (Korean Yeoseong Gukgeuk Company) comprising many of the same artists, which
performed in larger and more prestigious venues: first the Sejong Cultural Center Annex and then the
Hoam Art Hall (Hong Seongdeok 1996: 145). The National Theater itself, according to pansori and
changgeuk star Jo Sanghyeon, had always excluded ‘women’s national drama,’28 but in March 1987, it
was used for a performance in memory of yeoseong gukgeuk pioneer Im Chunaeng by a new
incarnation of the Jingyeong Yeoseong Gukgeukdan including many of the original stars (ibid., pp. 136,
146). This production appears to have convinced many of those involved that the potential existed for a
long-term revival of yeoseong gukgeuk.
One artist who participated in several of these performances was Hong Seongdeok, who went on
to become a leader in the revival and described her experiences in both the first and second generation
of yeoseong gukgeuk in her memoirs (Hong Seongdeok 1996). In 1987 Hong formed a troupe of her
own, the Seorabeol Gugak Yesuldan (Seorabeol Traditional Music Company), which monopolized
yeoseong gukgeuk for almost a decade, performing throughout Korea and even overseas (ibid., pp. 147,
149). Hong succeeded in securing corporate sponsorship for the genre and maintaining a line-up of
virtually all the veteran stars who were still active. The Seorabeol Gugak Yesuldan presented repertory
similar to that of the NCCK: traditional pansori stories as well as historical dramas of a relatively
serious type set in more recent periods, such as My Heart is the Green Hills, the life story of the 16th-
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century gisaeng and poet Hwang Jini. However, in April 1996, the sisters Kim Jinjin and Kim
Gyeongsu, who had appeared in virtually every production of this troupe, broke away to form their own
company, the Kim Gyeongsu Yeoseong Gukgeuk Company (Kim Gyeongsu Yeoseong Gukgeuk
Yesuldan), beginning with a lavish production of the sensational tragedy Prince Hodong that they had
first performed in 1964. This represented a return to the fanciful ‘historical dramas’ of yeoseong
gukgeuk’s golden age, an approach that was followed up in their next production, A Tale of the Han
River (Arisu byeolgok, 1997).
Inevitably, however, the yeoseong gukgeuk revival has taken on a different tone from the
performances of the 1950s and 1960s. It may feature many of the same stars, but by that very fact it has
become different, because the stars have grown older. In the heyday of yeoseong gukgeuk, nearly all the
performers were young women, but in the revival, many of them have been middle-aged or older, often
returning to the stage after raising families, and this has affected the aesthetics of the genre. As in
Takarazuka, the biggest stars have generally been those who played male roles, while the heroes of the
stories have generally been brave young men; hence, the yeoseong gukgeuk revival has been
characterized by a preponderance of older women playing younger men. Often, these women have
played roles with which they were particularly associated in their youth, as when Kim Gyeongsu
recreated her role as Prince Hodong. Veteran stars who played female roles, such as Kim Jinjin, have
also taken part in the revival, but generally in the roles of older women rather than the young heroines
they originally portrayed. This has produced a kind of generation gap in the cast, with veterans taking
the important male roles and older female roles while relative newcomers play the female leads and
minor characters of both sexes.
Given that the veteran performers are now coming to the end of their careers, the future of
yeoseong gukgeuk seems uncertain, especially since Hong Seongdeok moved on to become leader of
the mixed troupe Gwangju Sirip Gukgeukdan in 2004 while her talented daughter Kim Geummi (who
had played Hwang Jini in My Heart is the Green Hills) became a member of the NCCK. If the revival
is to continue, it will need younger performers of male roles, and there are signs that these have now
begun to appear: Hong Seongdeok named Jeon Sanghui and Jo Yeongsuk as up-and-coming specialists
in male impersonation.29 If a new generation of such performers does develop, the aesthetics of
yeoseong gukgeuk could change again, either back to its original focus on romantic young stars or on to
something different. Meanwhile, though the representation of young men by women in their sixties and
seventies appears to be accepted as a theatrical convention, there has also been a move to cast these
women in more credible roles by dramatizing stories that revolve around the fate of nations rather than
of individuals, in which older men are likely to be the prime movers. One such example is Women
Returning from Abroad (Hwanhyangnyeo, 1997), which dealt with the harsh fate of Korean hostages
captured by the new Qing rulers of China in the early 17th century, reflecting yeoseong gukgeuk’s
growing ambition to be taken seriously as a ‘national’ art form.
Alongside nostalgia for the past, change and development has been explicitly embraced as a goal
of the yeoseong gukgeuk revival. Hong Seongdeok have advocated transcending the old melodramatic
sinpa style of acting, exploiting modern theatrical facilities such as the revolving stage, and bringing the
music up to date with the use of synthesizers (1996: 152). These recommendations have been put into
practice in productions such as Women Returning from Abroad, in which there was virtually no
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pansori-style singing and most of the music could best be described as gugak gayo, or popular songs
based on traditional music styles. The Kim Gyeongsu Yeoseong Gukgeuk Yesuldan moved in the same
direction by using music provided by the ‘gugak fusion’ group Seulgidung. This represented a rapid
departure from My Heart is the Green Hills, in which the music was composed by a senior artist of
broad and deep experience in traditional music, Jeong Cheolho, and the accompaniment was restricted
to the traditional instruments janggu, daegeum, and ajaeng. In more recent productions, the ties to
pansori and other traditional styles have sometimes become so tenuous that it is questionable whether
these productions belong to the category of changgeuk at all.
Despite these innovations, yeoseong gukgeuk for the most part retains the character of a nostalgic
genre that looks back to the second generation of changgeuk and makes the recollection of that earlier
era a part of its appeal. Thus, the emotional tone remains intense, and the acting style exaggerated; the
repertory emphasizes new works based on historical and legendary sources more than the pansori
classics; visual appeal and spectacle remains a high priority; and the music is a much-simplified
derivative of pansori and other traditional vocal styles. These features were shared by mixed and allfemale troupes in the 1940s-60s, but today, they help to differentiate yeoseong gukgeuk from the
‘mainstream’ of changgeuk as represented by the NCCK.
The National Changgeuk Company Era
In 1962, the year that the Cultural Properties Protection Act was passed by the new military
government of President Pak Jeonghui, a National Changgeuk Company (Gungrip Gukgeukdan until
1973, Gungrip Changgeukdan thereafter) was formed, also under government sponsorship, as one of
the resident companies of the National Theater of Korea (Gungrip Geukjang), which had been
established in 1950. The fact that changgeuk was supported outside the Cultural Properties system (and
at first largely as a source of employment for pansori singers), while pansori was included in the first
round of five Properties designated in 1964, reflects the marginal position that changgeuk had come to
occupy relative to the ‘traditional’ art forms that the Act was designed to protect. Under the new law,
leading exponents of each Intangible Cultural Property were expected to transmit and perform it in the
‘authentic form’ that had been approved for designation. The problem for changgeuk was that it had
never existed in a form that was stable enough to be considered ‘authentic’ (Seo Yeonho 1988: 85), and
when its proponents came to strive for such stability, they generally felt that an ‘authentic form’ of
changgeuk lay in the future rather than the past.30 Thus, the search for an ‘authentic form’ of changgeuk
that could be recognized as ‘Korean traditional opera’ is perhaps the main theme in the history of the
National Changgeuk Company of Korea.
Government sponsorship, growing more generous over the years with the growing prosperity of
Korea itself, has enabled the NCCK to define the state of the art in changgeuk since its foundation in
1962. The ensuing discussion therefore concentrates on the NCCK, though we should note in passing
that other groups ─ notably the Gwangju Sirip Gukgeukdan and various temporary troupes assembled at
the Gungnip Gugagwon (National Center for Korean Traditional Performing Arts) ─ have been active
during the same period, sometimes offering an alternative approach that differed significantly from the
NCCK’s ‘mainstream’ changgeuk. This ‘mainstream’ has changed its course from time to time as
librettists and directors have tried different solutions to the conundrum of how to make changgeuk more
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‘traditional’ than it had ever been in the past. At the same time, the need to make changgeuk appealing
to contemporary audiences ─ overseas as well as in Korea ─ has periodically returned to the fore, so that
changgeuk has continued to perform, in new ways, its familiar balancing act between national tradition
and cosmopolitan modernity.
After a lavish opening production of the Chunhyang story, for the next five years the NCCK
lapsed into presenting old-fashioned ‘historical dramas’ like those which were still being performed by
yeoseong gukgeuk troupes, along with more economical performances in yeonchang format, with
successive portions of a pansori story narrated by different singers. Then came the beginning of the
NCCK’s sustained effort to create an ‘authentic’form of changgeuk. In 1967, a committee called the
Changgeuk Jeongrip Wiwonhwe (Committee for the Establishment of Changgeuk) was set up under
the auspices of the NCCK.31 Its mission was perhaps best expressed in a 1971 program note by director
Yi Jinsun:
Our country originally had no theater and no stage. As a result, it could not have its own dramatic
form. Taking the ancient drama of other countries for comparison, the Greek drama, Roman
drama, and medieval drama of the West all had their own form [governing everything] from the
design of the theater to the [style of] acting, while China’s Beijing opera and Japan’s kabuki and
noh bear their own excellent form transmitted through the ages. Our country, as mentioned
above, had no theater and no stage, so it did not have its own form of musical drama (changgeuk).
It is this that we are now trying to create for the first time.32
In other words, the committee was quite openly seeking to ‘invent’ a traditional Korean opera.
Comprised of senior practitioners and professional scholars, the committee was given the task of
arranging texts for changgeuk productions and determining the manner of their performance, in a way
that would eliminate the earlier pandering to popular appeal and make changgeuk as faithful as possible
to its pansori originals. This objective, along with some of its consequences, was later recalled by the
chairman of the committee, Seo Hangseok:
The objective of this committee was to find the true form [of changgeuk] within pansori, and to
arrange it systematically.
To mention some of the decisions of this committee that were put into practice: first,
changgeuk up to that time had treated the drummer and musicians like something equivalent to
the ‘sound effects’ in Western drama, and not exposed them on stage; but in the committee’s
opinion, the drummer and musicians were an organic part of pansori, so it was desirable to
provide a space for them in one corner of the stage where they could give calls (chuimsae)
properly. This was soon accepted by changgeuk.
Second, when changgeuk was performed Western-style, the progress of the drama was
conveyed through singing in dialogue, and the narrative singing (seolmyeongchang) was
removed from the stage; but in order to show the true character of pansori, we proposed to
provide a place for this too in one corner of the stage, calling it ‘lead singing’ (dochang). This too
was accepted by changgeuk.
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Third, in the case of pansori-drama (pansorigeuk) [i.e., changgeuk dramatizations of pansori
stories], we suggested using the word ‘leader’ instead of ‘director’. This was because we
believed that, in establishing a proper form of pansori-drama, directing should not be a mode of
creation but should be restricted to leading a production in keeping with that form, so as to
transmit the form and protect it from corruption.
In this way, the committee strove to find the most appropriate method of performance for
pansori-drama, and turned its hand to the task of gathering the variants of each pansori piece and
establishing a standard text. (Seo Hangseok 1979: 29)
These ‘standard texts’ for changgeuk would use the words and music of existing pansori material
as far as possible intact; but this presented a number of problems. The texts were already long, and took
even longer to perform in dialogue fashion, so that they inevitably had to be edited to avoid straining the
attention span of the average theater audience. Their structure was characterized by frequent changes of
location, which created difficulties when using stage scenery, though this was somewhat ameliorated by
the committee’s view that the staging of changgeuk should reflect the visual minimalism of pansori.
Again, the dialogue of pansori is punctuated by third-person comments from the narrator, which, when
transferred to the theater, must have seemed at times as if the stage directions of the script were being
recited aloud.
As a result of such problems, not all of the Changgeuk Jeongrip Wiwonhwe’s recommendations
have been consistently adopted. The use of the onstage narrator (already present in the first documented
changgeuk productions, as we saw from Herbert Austin’s 1910 account) did remain standard at least
until the 1990s, but the orchestra eventually returned to the pit, and the influence of directors schooled
in Western theater, though often decried (e.g., Yi Bohyeong 1997), was never shaken off, evidently
because changgeuk did not succeed in establishing an ‘authentic form’ that could be maintained under
the guidance of a ‘leader’ conceptualized as a guardian of tradition rather than a creative artist.
Moreover, it eventually became clear that pansori by itself did not contain all of the resources that were
needed to create a satisfying theatrical art form. Ultimately, the committee failed to establish fixed texts
and performance practices for changgeuk, and its influence declined.
The move to create an ‘authentic’ form of changgeuk, however, was resumed from a new angle
by director Heo Gyu, who was responsible for most of the NCCK’s productions throughout the 1980s.
Other directors and librettists who worked in changgeuk have always done so more or less as a sideline,
whether their main interest was in Western-style drama, opera, ballet, or traditional performing arts, but
in Heo Gyu, changgeuk had a distinguished dramatist and director who at least temporarily specialized
in the genre. Heo broadly shared the Changgeuk Jeongrip Wiwonhwe’s goal of making changgeuk
more traditional by making it more faithful to pansori; but he conceived this in terms of the spirit, rather
than the letter, of the pansori tradition. Thus, his notion of the tradition to which changgeuk should be
faithful was not so much a repertory of stories with fixed words and music, as a particular kind of
relationship between performer and audience, namely, that of the open madang (village square) in
which pansori would have been performed before Korea had theaters. To recapture that relationship,
Heo sought to negotiate a new ‘contract’ between performers and audience by means of such devices as
direct audience address, audience sing-alongs of familiar tunes, deliberately stylized acting and lighting,
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and radically simplified scenery with a forestage that would bring the actors closer to the audience (Heo
Gyu 1991: 384 and passim). For greater intimacy, he preferred the small hall of the National Theater to
the larger and better equipped main hall.33 His assumption was that a more active audience would be a
more imaginative one, willing to accept whatever codes of representation were shown to apply, without
demanding a naturalistic depiction of the events they were supposed to be witnessing (or, ideally,
participating in). Heo’s bid to bring the madang into the theater came to be labeled the madanghwa
(madang-ization) of changgeuk (Song Hyejin 1987: 239).
In pursuit of this new ‘contract,’ Heo was prepared to go far beyond the existing resources of
pansori in both repertory and musical style. Not content with the surviving five pansori stories, he
eventually staged productions of all twelve pansori stories that are believed to have existed in the past,
even though in some cases he had not much more than the title to go on. He also developed new
repertory from outside of either pansori or the ‘historical dramas’ of earlier changgeuk, such as his own
work The Strong Man of Yongma Valley (Yongmagol jangsa, 1986). In this work, he asserted the
principle that the music of changgeuk need not be limited to that of pansori, incorporating such diverse
genres as Gangweondo Province folksongs, shaman songs, farmers’ songs, court music, classical gagok
singing, and talchum masked dance-drama (Baek Hyeonmi 1997, 397-398). Antecedents for this
musical eclecticism can be found in pansori narratives and in their presumed forebears, the mythic
songs of shamans, both of which interpolated existing folksongs into their fluid forms (Han Manyeoung
1975, 17); but in changgeuk since Heo Gyu, the practice is taken to an extreme, and anything within the
realm of gugak seems fair game if it suits the dramatic situation: a dirge for a funeral, a sea shanty for a
shipboard scene, or a court music piece for a banquet. This degree of eclecticism has made changgeuk
the first single genre to draw on the full range of gugak styles without regard to distinctions of region or
class origin, and on that basis, changgeuk could arguably claim to represent the nation musically in a
more comprehensive way than any of the designated Cultural Properties.
While many of Heo Gyu’s innovations have since become standard practice, his madang-ization
of changgeuk could never be more than partially successful because, as critic Seo Yeonho pointed out,
the theater itself was designed for a frame stage with a proscenium arch which separated the performers
from the audience and encouraged passive viewing (Seo Yeonho 1988: 338-41). Thus, Heo was
ultimately defeated by the physical properties of the performance spaces with which he had to work,
and frustration with these spaces would lead him to write of the need for a purpose-built theater devoted
to changgeuk (Heo Gyu 1991: 98). Although no such theater seems likely to be built in the foreseeable
future, Heo Gyu’s valiant efforts are remembered with respect and admiration by performers who
worked with him.34
After the unified vision of the Changgeuk Jeongrip Wiwonhoe in the late 1960s-70s, and of Heo
Kyu in the 1980s, it is harder to identify an overall direction in the development of changgeuk since
1990. On the whole, minimalism and faithfulness to pansori have given way to an expansion of
resources in various directions as changgeuk has aspired to an identity of its own as an independent
genre. Instead of using standardized texts and techniques, librettists and directors have been allowed ─
even expected ─to innovate somewhat in each new production, so that the constant recycling of the
same four pansori stories (the fifth, The Song of Red Cliff, is rarely performed as changgeuk) is not as
monotonous as would appear from the titles alone.
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In the early 1990s, for instance, when literary scholar Gang Hanyeong became leader of the
NCCK and prepared new libretti for the classic pansori stories, he decided to abolish the dochang or
narrator, a role that had been present in most changgeuk productions throughout the history of the genre
and that had, moreover, often been taken by highly distinguished senior pansori singers, providing a
means of including first-rate pansori singing in changgeuk even when the main cast were less
experienced. Gang argued that the customary function of the narrator ─to maintain continuity and hold
the audience’s attention when the curtain came down for sets to be changed ─had become obsolete with
modern stage technology, and that third-person narration held up the action and was out of place in the
‘show, don’t tell’ ethos of the theater.35 Although the narrator has since been reinstated in many
changgeuk productions, it has come to be regarded (like most aspects of changgeuk other than pansoristyle singing) as an optional resource subject to unorthodox experiments. Thus, in A Nine-Cloud Dream
(Guunmong, 1993), narrator An Sukseon broke through the ‘frame’ to interact with the principal
character Seongjin, while the 2005 production Chunhyang featured two narrators, one male and one
female, at opposite sides of the stage.36 Such innovations are typical of the new ‘ventures’(sido) that the
NCCK keeps trying out in its efforts to make changgeuk more traditional, or more contemporary, or
both.

<Figure 5> A Nine-Cloud Dream in NCCK ( ⓒThe National Theater of Korea )

One way in which changgeuk was ‘expanded’ was with a cycle of full-length (wanpan)
productions of the five classic pansori stories (including The Song of Red Cliff) staged between 1998
and 2003. Using unabridged pansori texts as libretti, these productions could take up to five hours to
perform, inviting comparisons with Wagner or French grand opera. Such ‘full-length’ changgeuk
productions had been presented before, under Heo Gyu in the early 1980s, but that was in the small hall
of the National Theater with minimal visual presentation, whereas the later cycle was performed in the
main hall with often quite striking scenery. But although these productions were well received, they
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have not yet been repeated, and instead have given way to other innovations.
The next of these innovations was a series of ‘Children’s Changgeuk’ productions (Eorini
changgeuk) that ran in the long school winter vacations between 2000 and 2006. These were the
brainchild of Chwe Jongmin, who was leader of the NCCK in 2000-01, and who intended them as part
of an effort to educate children and their parents about changgeuk and to promote the training of
pansori singers from an early age.37 Children’s changgeuk productions are adaptations of the popular
pansori stories, not merely intended for an audience of children, but also featuring child performers.
They are much shorter than typical changgeuk performances (between about sixty and ninety minutes)
and feature frequent performer-audience interaction similar to that of a British Christmas pantomime.
Occasionally they have been used to educate audiences about other things besides changgeuk: the 200304 production of the Chunhyang story was prepared in consultation with sex educator Gu Seongae and
began with Chunhyang’s first menstruation and Yi Mongryong’s first wet dream.38 Chwe Jongmin
stressed that early training is necessary if pansori singers are to scale the artistic heights of the great
singers of the past, and some of the child performers who have appeared in children’s changgeuk, such
as such as Wang Yunjeong (b. 1990, daughter of pansori and changgeuk star Wang Gicheol), have
already begun to make a name for themselves as prodigies of pansori singing.

ⓒ The National Theater of Korea)
<Figure 6> Changgeuk The Love Story of Chunhyang and Mongryong for Children (ⓒ

Also emphasizing a youthful image, the NCCK’s ‘Young Changgeuk’ series (Jeolmeun
changgeuk; at first announced as the ‘Eolssigu jota’ series, an expression from the chuimsae vocal calls
of pansori) began with The Ballad of the Cock Pheasant (Jangkki taryeong), a reconstruction of one of
the lost pansori stories, in November 2005. Moving away from the standard pansori repertory and from
dependence on external directors and librettists, the series aims ‘to create a new form of changgeuk
opera suited to our time through experimental new works in which members of the National
Changgeuk Company themselves provide the libretto, vocal composition, directing, and acting.’39 As of
June 2008, the series has extended to three productions, and it is surely a sign of growing confidence in
changgeuk’s ability to stand on its own feet.
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Finally, a series entitled ‘Changgeuk for Our Times’ (Uri sidaeui changgeuk) began with A Girl
of Fifteen or Sixteen (Sibosena simnyukse cheonyeo, a combination of the Sim Cheong and Chunhyang
stories) in April 2006. This series, again comprising three productions to date, is distinguished by
making full use of the advanced theatrical facilities of the National Theater’s newly remodeled main
hall. The second production, [Sim] Cheong (November 2006), for instance, featured a sophisticated
three-dimensional staging using a triple turntable and inclined stage. Musically, it used a lavish
orchestral accompaniment combining traditional extemporized accompaniment (suseong garak) with
harmonization, perhaps reflecting the growing vogue of ‘gugak fusion’ music. Cheong was also
selected as a ‘National Brand Performance’ (Gukga beurandeu gongyeon), representing the NCCK in
an international promotional project that the National Theater planned to carry out for each of its four
resident companies over the next three years. According to National Theater publicity material, ‘these
National Brand Performances are programs of representative Korean works worthy to be presented to
the world with the Republic of Korea as their brand name. The aim is to produce works which, though
based on Korean tradition, embrace contemporary aesthetics and unique individuality, and can be
shared by Korea and the world together.’40 That, of course, has been broadly the aim of changgeuk
throughout its existence.

ⓒ the National Theater of Korea )
<Figure 7> Changgeuk Cheong in NCCK (ⓒ

Conclusion: Changgeuk as ‘Korean Traditional Opera’?
Although in recent years the pendulum has swung from tradition to acceptance of innovation,
there remain deep-rooted conservative tendencies in changgeuk. For all the progressive aspects of
staging and music in the ‘Changgeuk for Our Times’ series, the ultimate aim is ‘to bring out a Korean
spirit that must not be lost in our times’41 by presenting the most familiar pansori stories yet again (all
three productions in the series so far have been dramatizations of the Sim Cheong and Chunhyang
stories). Similarly, the stress on innovation in the publicity material for many recent changgeuk
productions has been balanced by continued moves to position changgeuk as ‘traditional.’
For instance, in 2002 the NCCK celebrated a ‘centenary’ of changgeuk (together with the
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company’s own 40th anniversary) with a special ‘highlights’ production42 and with the publication of the
book Changgeuk in the Age of Globalization (Segyehwa sidaeui changgeuk; National Theater of Korea
2002). This was perhaps premature, in that the earliest documented changgeuk productions date from
1908, and while it is true that the Wongaksa theater opened (as the Huidae) in 1902 and that pansori
singers performed there from the beginning, it can hardly be assumed that the transition to changgeuk
was instantaneous. Thus, in celebrating the centenary in 2002, the NCCK appears to have been in rather
a hurry to claim the sense of tradition and stability implied by a hundred-year history.
In this year of 2008, when changgeuk could more justly celebrate its centenary, the drive to
‘establish’ changgeuk as ‘Korean traditional opera’ remains as unresolved as it has always been. The
pursuit of traditionality through faithfulness to either the letter or the spirit of pansori has turned out to
be insufficient in itself to accomplish this goal, and since realizing this, changgeuk exponents have
appeared uncertain where else to look. While changgeuk has yet to achieve a stable form, there have
been other attempts to create a national musical drama for Korea in a form that is not changgeuk. These
include King Uru, a massive production written by the general director of the National Theater, Kim
Myeonggon, and involving all of its resident companies, the NCCK among them. Although it included
pansori-style singing, King Uru was announced as a ‘traditional music musical’ or ‘composite drama’
rather than a changgeuk production, and its music, by gugak composer Won Il, combined pansori-style
singing with Western classical voices and harmony, accompanied by synthesizers as well as Korean
traditional instruments. Deliberately created for an international audience, its plot blended the Korean
legend of Princess Bari with the somewhat similar story of King Lear as a strategy for crossing the
language barrier, and in addition a complete English translation of the libretto was commissioned (from
me) for use in super titles. The production represented a new way of showing Korea to the world
through theater, and if this or some other way should prove more successful than that of changgeuk,
then changgeuk will have lost its position as the most likely candidate to supply the perceived lack of a
Korean national theater form. Such potential rivalry puts even more pressure on the NCCK to fulfill its
still unfinished mission of ‘establishing’ changgeuk as ‘Korean traditional opera.’
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